EURO PROFILE CYLINDER KEYING OPTIONS

Our range of Euro Profile Cylinders can be keyed in a number of ways to suit your requirements. All of our Euro Profile Cylinders utilise a restricted key pattern – this prevents unauthorised duplication of keys. Duplicate keys are supplied via the original supplier (Turnstyle Designs), it is not possible to obtain additional keys at a locksmiths.

**Keyed to Differ**

Each cylinder is operated by its own key.

All cylinders have different key combinations, i.e. a key from one lock will not fit any other lock. Keyed to differ cylinders are supplied with 2 keys as standard.

**Keyed Alike**

All cylinders are operated by the same key.

Cylinders in a set or suite have the same key, i.e. any key fits any lock within the suite. Keyed alike cylinders are not supplied with keys as standard and must be ordered separately.

**Master Keyed**

A Master key operates all cylinders in the suite whilst each cylinder is also keyed to differ and has its own unique key. Master keyed cylinders are supplied with 2 differ keys as standard. The Master keys must be ordered separately.

**Grand Master Keyed**

A Master key operates all cylinders in the suite whilst the Sub Master key operates designated groups of cylinders. Each cylinder is also keyed to differ and has its own unique key. Master keyed cylinders are supplied with 2 differ keys as standard. The Master and Sub Master keys must be ordered separately.